
Reinforcement vs. Punishment: label as 1) positive reinforcement, 2) negative 

reinforcement, 3) positive punishment, or 4) negative punishment 

 
Hint:             positive             negative 
 
 
reinforcement 
 
 
 
punishment 
 
 
 
___4___  your allowance is reduced for getting bad grades 
 (getting bad grades should decrease because money you want was taken away) 
___2___  baby stops crying when you pick it up 

(you will pick it up more often when it cries because crying you didn’t like ended) 
___4___  you get fined $100 after fighting in hockey 

(you will fight less because money you want was taken away) 
___1___  you put a dollar into the Coke machine and get a Coke 
 (you will put a dollar in more often because you got a Coke which you wanted) 
___4___  time out for small children 
___1___  laughing at a friend’s joke 
___2___  your handcuffs are removed for good behavior 

(you will behave more often because handcuffs that you didn’t like were taken away) 
___1___  praising the dog who sits at attention 
___1___  getting your fifth massage free 
___3___  yelling at the child who spilled juice all over the dining room table 

(the child will spill less often because yelling which they didn’t like was added to their 
environment) 

___1___  winning at the races 
___1___  waving your hand until a friend recognizes you in a crowd 
___3___  setting off a car alarm in the parking lot 

(you will set off the car alarm less often because the unpleasant buzzing was added to 
your environment) 

___2___  walking to the other side of the street when you see a panhandler to avoid talking 
___1___  earning a scholarship for making the Dean’s list 
___3___  being pulled over for speeding and given a ticket 
 
 
 

add something 
desirable /              
strengthens 

response 

remove something 
undesirable /              
strengthens 

response 

add something 
undesirable /              

weakens response 

remove something 
desirable /              

weakens response 



Schedules of Reinforcement: label as 1) fixed ratio, 2) variable ratio, 3) fixed interval, or 4) 

variable interval schedules 

 
Hint: based on time = interval, based on amount of behavior = ratio; predictable = fixed, 
unpredictable = variable 
 
___3___  working by the hour 
___1___  being paid by the piece 
___4___  random drug testing 
___2___  winning money from buying a lottery ticket 
___3___  backing up your hard drive every time you leave work 
___4___  pop quiz at school 
___3___  the annual Christmas party celebrating the years’ hard work 
___2___  getting money for panhandling (asking for money)  
___1___  receiving every 5th sandwich free 
___4___  surprise locker inspections throughout the school year 


